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About the Book 
 

Private Investigator, Braden McCoy wants nothing more than to finish out the week doing a little 

fishing from his boat. The ex-special ops vet enjoys his peaceful life and loves his new career. 

He’s learned to put his past behind him and enjoy his blessings. Until a mourning redhead walks 

into his office and changes his plans.  

Lexi Ramos always knew her family was dysfunctional. Until the sudden death of her brother, 

she never knew exactly how much. Consumed with questions surrounding his accident, she seeks 

the help of a private investigator. What starts out as a murder investigation in Cozumel, quickly 

crosses borders and escalates into a race against time to save them both from Brazilian 

kidnappers, who somehow know more about her family secrets than she does. Lexi soon realizes 

that life comes with a price.   
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TITLE: Ransom in Rio  

Discussion:  

Question 1: Where did Lexi's brother die? 

Answer 1: Cozumel 

Question 2: What was about her brother's death that had Lexi worried? 

Answer 2: She knew Jace did not like fishing and would not charter a boat on his own. 

Question 3: What is Lexi's relationship like with her father? 

Answer 3: They are not close. She grew up fearful of her father and afraid to stand up to him.  

Question 4: What is Lexi's relationship like with her mother? 

Answer 4: Lexi loves her mother but always saw her as weak because of her addictions. 

Question 5: Why is Braden reluctant to take the case? 

Answer 5: Braden had just finished a long case and wanted to relax doing some fishing. 

Question 6: What is it about Lexi that keeps Braden from falling for her in the beginning? 

Answer 6: Evidence is mounting against her family and he is not sure she's innocent.  

Question 7: Where does Lexi's father send her on business? 

Answer 7: Rio de Janeiro  

Question 8: What party do they attend in Rio? 

Answer 8: Carnival  

Question 9: What does Lexi lose that means a lot to her?  

Answer 9 The emerald necklace her aunt gave her to wear. 

Question 10: What ultimate gift does Lexi receive while lying on the dirt floor in the favela?  

Answer 10: The gift of Salvation. 
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